Maths
Addition and subtraction –missing
boxes
Measures – capacity, length
Data – bar charts and pictograms
Multiplication and division – missing
boxes
Fractions of shapes and quantities
Numicon
BV
RE
To express their own thoughts
and feelings
To understand that there are
people of importance to us
To explain why these people
are
special
Maths
investigations
Identify people who are
believed to be special by many
people
Know that people are
considered to be special for a
variety of reasons
Know that some people are
special for religious reasons
To understand that Muhammad
is special to Muslims.
To begin to explain why
Muhammad is special to
Muslims. SMSC BV

Science
How babies grow into humans
Life cycle of a butterfly
Basic needs of animals and
humans
Eating healthily – designing a
healthy breakfast
Foraging – learning about foods
from the hedgerows and their
foods groups and how these food
groups help our bodies
SMSC BV

English
Instructions
Book review
Recount
Poetry
SPAG
Comprehension
SMSC BV

Is it a question of sport?

History and Geography
Find out where the
Olympics started.
What the 5 Olympic rings
signify
What countries are
represented in the
Olympics
Research Olympic athletes
SMSC BV

Art/D & T/Food
technology
Investigate the work of
Andy Goldsworthy and use
the outdoors to make
pictures, patterns and
shapes
Make kites
Design and make granola
recipe
SMSC BV
PE
Sports day events :
sprinting, skipping and
throwing and catching
techniques
Real PE:
Explore dynamic balance
Explore a small base
balance SMSC

Music
Different types of music
Different sounds
instruments make
Making sounds without using
instruments
Making different sounds
using the same instruments
SMSC

PSHE
Understanding where we belong:
Our homes, school, community
and Cornwall SMSC
BV
ICT
Investigate and learn how to use
an animation programme to make
our own movies SMSC BV

